
ART. XIV. — Andrew Pellin's Surveying Career at Whitehaven, 1688-170. 
By BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc., FCSI. 

Dedication 
This article is dedicated to Bruce Jones to mark his retirement as County Archivist. His knowledge, 
skill, enthusiasm and good humour will be sadly missed by researchers. 

IN these Transactions (CW2, lxxvii, 181-2), J. V. Beckett drew attention to Andrew 
Pellin's life in Whitehaven in the 169os and noted his death in 1732. As numerous 

points of uncertainty about his origins and work in the town need clarification, this 
article will examine the correspondence and accounts of Sir John Lowther's Whitehaven 
agents' to develop Dr Beckett's suggestions and to show how Pellin's land surveying 
skills allowed an immigrant serge-weaver to establish himself and become a well-
respected "Teacher of the Mathematicks" within a decade. Aspects of the town's 
development are explored and, coincidentally, the establishment of one of Britain's 
earliest workhouses, at St. Bees, is proved. 

From 1666 until his death in December 1692, Thomas Tickell was Sir John's steward 
and confidant, commonly reporting to his employer the arrival of newcomers in a way 
similar to his first mention of Pellin on 5 June 1688 (Box 5; letter 19o): 

... heer is in towne a man (whose name is Andrew Peling),2  bred up in making serges, that 
came from Dublin well skild ... in surveying lands also. I have discourst him & ... like him 
so well that I desyre to incourage him, as he is a frugal person & married to a woman borne in 
towne of good parents ... I have set him upon draweing the true model [plan] of this towne 
as it is now builded on the west side of the Po [beck] ... He sayes our Country wool will serve 
his turne well enough with sorting several wayes but complains much for want of spinners 
which this neighbourhood does not afford ... He could ... invite such ... from Dublin 
furnishing them with houses which rents he will ... pay out of their wages . . . 

The significance of Pellin's arrival can be highlighted by examining several unsuccess-
ful attempts to initiate a textile industry in Whitehaven during the preceding four years. 
For example, on 29 November 1684, Sir John resolved "to build several little Houses, 
Hospital like, where Inhabitants may ... carry on some manufacture by Spinning or 
Knitting &c. The Place I think best of is the bottom of Flat Croft, all along the Pow" 
beck. Again, in late summer 1686, he wondered "If Jo. Benson or your son [Ebenezer] 
Gale would provide yarn & distribute it ... [so that] it may be returned them in 
stockings, for there needs no more to set up any Manufacture but providing poor people, 
according to their scill, materials to work on ... There are about Kirkby Steven great 
store of Stocking Knitters who ever can but earn their Bread. I would be glad to bring 
[some] thither" (4;457,476).  Neither suggestion bore fruit so, when Tickell reported, 
on 16 November 1686: "heer is in towne one Matth. Coulson whom Mr Xtian brought 
[from Newcastle] to manage his Colliery, who seems ... skil'd in many things & 
industrious. Mr Xtians people have no use for him", Lowther suggested he could manage 

Note: Years are expressed in modern form. House numbers are those on Figure 8. 
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textile manufacture. Tickell cautioned that this "sober man of good sense" could not 
set up the industry quickly, having no "stok of spinners at the first; time & good pay 
will improve their number". By 7 December, Lowther wanted the man to buy hemp 
and flax to allow "leisure spinning" to start but, on 8 February 1687, Tickell remarked 
"Matth. Coulson is carried to prison for debts about Newcastle. I putt 2 stone of hemp 
into his hand to be putt out to Spinning which is not yet shared [out] as I heare". He 
was still a prisoner at Carlisle on 28 April and no more was said of him. Likewise, on 
14 June 1687, the agent reported "One Thomas Terry of Dublin, a shop keeper & maker 
of serges skild in dyeing & combeing &c ... desyres to set up these trades in this place 
in his own stock, provided he can have habitation". He was shown Thomas Britton's 
and Thomas Jackson's houses (at 41 and 34/35  King Street respectively) "... which he 
likes well enough with some amendm[en]ts & will make ... ready ... next spring to 
come & set up ..." (5;23). Again no more was heard of him! 

Similarly, when John Adams, a barrister/surveyor from London, visited Whitehaven 
in October 1684 after setting up three cairns on Black Combe as part of his attempt to 
triangulate England and Wales,3  Lowther wrote to Tickell (4;22o): "As to Mr Adams, 
you know my mind that I desired a Map of that Port [Whitehaven] upon any Terms. 
When it is once done we can again draw it off in any size ...". As Adams failed to 
satisfy his customer, Sir John must have been relieved when Pellin's arrival offered an 
opportunity to fulfil two ambitions simultaneously. Arrangements were made to encour-
age him to settle. 

With regard to Pellin's weaving skill, Tickell thought a loan of £5 or £to at five per 
cent might "lead on [to] a manufacture". On 12 June 1688, the agent noted that the 
customs officers had engaged "Andrew Pelin the surveyor upon a draught of that part 
of the towne next the peere by which the Com[missione]rs may perceive where the 
present Customehouse is & where the other is intended ...". As the new customhouse, 
built on the West Strand in 1694-5  by John Gale, replaced that at 41 King Street, Pellin 
was already extending his surveying activity into the rapidly developing part of the town 
east of Pow beck.4  Lowther expressed support for both of Pellin's skills and consented 
to a secured loan. Only five days later, the plan was ready for, on 17 June, it was "to 
be sent this post unto the Com[missione]rs for their consideration" but then was delayed 
until they agreed to pay £ 1 for it. Thus, on 17 July, Tickell wrote: 

last Thursday I sent you the Draught of this towne in a small deale case by John Pearson [a 
carrier]. The figures of shipps & houses therein is excused by the Author as [being] unskilled 
in such shapes, but the lines and passages he sayer are truely described. I have lent the man £4 
alrready to buy wool and I have promised him the next corner house of those 4 made for you in 
New Street with an additional little house behind it convenient for weaving and dyeing which 
I hope will bring a trade in time. 

Both Lowther and the Commissioners liked Pellin's plan and Sir John remarked on 
28 July, "If he be skilld in weaving, my opinion is that Irish linnen yarne & woollen 
yarn from Ravenglass for Linsey Woolseys will be his best employment". Tickell argued 
however that Pellin would "thrive in the serge trade much better than in Linsey woolseys, 
the former bringing in moneys oftener ... than the latter" (5;217) and, on 23 August, 
reported (5;226): 
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I have lent Andrew Pelin £6. ios allready which [I] purpose to make up [to] £io ... & then take 
a schedule of all his chattells with a conveyance in writing for your security at 5 per cent and I have 
letten him your house in New Street and building backwards at 12d annuali rent [for] every twenty 
shillings it cost. He is newly gone into it & sett up his Loome & dyeing lead ... He served an 
apprenticeship to the trade in Dublin .. .5  He wants a press much which ... will fitt himselfe & 
the whole towne for pressing, dyeing, combing, weaving &c. 

On II December 1688, Tickell noted that Pellin's rent was 4os. a year compared to 
his neighbours' 35s. Presumably, either the houses cost £35 to build and Pellin's 
workshops £5, or his corner house with two street frontages cost more. Earlier that year, 
on 28 February, Lowther had written: "Your advise to build in New Street with Bricks 
rather than stone I incline to if the difference be not great. Mr Gale sayes Houses of 
three stories like those in Duke Street will be £14 the stone work & £8 the Woodwork 
but Brick I believe will be much more" expensive. He directed that they be built "in 
New St. in the middle betwixt Lowther Street and Colledge St ...". The exact location 
of Pellin's house is not stated in the Whitehaven Street Books,6  but numbers 1 to 4 were 
leased to named occupiers between 1688 and 1691 whereas No. 5 was subdivided into 
"a, b, c, d, which were 4 Brick Houses built by Sir John Lowther in the year 16 , for 
Introducing Brick Buildings & for the accommodation of Manufacturers and were sold 
by Ja L Esq" freehold before 1716. Hence Pellin must have rented the house on the 
corner of "Addison's Lane"7  (Fig. 8). Although Tickell judged that they would cost 
only "about £4 a peece more in Brick than in stone" (5;138), Lowther remained cautious 
and commented: "that Street is to be of the lesser sort of Houses". With five artisan 
houses in Hodgson's Croft (5;3o3), these were the first brick houses in Whitehaven, an 
innovation heralded by stone shortages after the pier was built in 1679-81, but hindered 
by the difficulty of making suitable local bricks.8  

Thus the housing conditions first accepted by Pellin are fairly clear but, once he had 
settled in as tenant, Tickell passed to other matters and the next mention is in William 
Gilpin's accounts. He recorded on 9 February 1693:  

Rec'd of Mr Andrew Pelin by his Bond due Novr. ist 1689, £io. ios. and for interest of the 
same for 3 years £I. Ios. and ... for 2l yrs Rent for a house in New Street £5. Paid Mr Andr. 
Pellin for making a Survey of Sir John Lowther's Lands near Wtha [ven], 4343  Acres at id per 
Acre £18. is. IId.; ... for 3 Dialls and other Mathematick work done at Flatt9  and for 2 
Draughts of Whitehaven £3; And allowed him for repairs of his house viz. making a Grate, 
Chimney, harthstone & Glass &c. £I. Ios. I1d. 

As the estate survey was paid for a month after Gilpin took office and would have 
taken much longer to complete, it must have been initiated during Tickell's stewardship 
and its results will be examined in detail shortly. The meagre piecework price was less 
than half the rate he had for a later survey. Pellin's rent remained in arrears for, on 16 
April 1696, Gilpin paid just £2. 3S. 5d. "To Mr Pellin the Surveyor for Severall 
admeasurements done since Mart 1693" and received £2 rent outstanding since the same 
date. If casual surveying merely paid his rent, Pellin must have lived off earnings from 
weaving and/or his interest in mathematical instruments. For example, on 19 September 
1697, Gilpin remarked "Mr Peling has a Mechanical Head ... and has made proof of 
himself in some Contrivances about our publick clock" and, on 2 February 1698, he 
paid him £1 "towards the Charge of the Clock at the Church". More information is 
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mentioned briefly in John Gale's letter to Sir John, dated 14 February 1697: "Mr Peling 
has hitherto don very well. He keeps Books, Mapps and instruments to sell and I 
beeleeve has good incouragement ...". Whatever the exact details of his livelihood, the 
estate survey generated about two years' income so that Pellin was able to move to a 
new, and probably better, property at No. 1 Church Street which he used as his book 
shop. The street books show that he was first admitted on 4 May 1694. He paid 125. as 
"an Admitt. fine" and then bought the freehold on 2 February 1697. He mortgaged the 
property immediately to James Milham, a merchant, and then obtained a £4o mortgage 
from a John Robinson on 16 January 1698. 
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FIG I . - Title-page of Andrew Pellin's notebook containing details of estates owned by Sir John Lowther in 
1693. 

(Size: 85% of original). Source: C.R.O., D/Lons/W, Surveys I5. 

Some of Pellin's notebooks are preserved with three leather-bound copies of his estate 
plans at Carlisle Castle and deserve detailed explanation.10 The two smallest books are 
typical surveyor's notebooks, 62 x 34 inches, stitched across the shorter dimension and 
opened away from the writer, like the standard practice for chain surveying books. Both 
have title pages like Figure 1, the flourishes in the signature and elsewhere suggesting 
that Pellin wrote them himself. The details in both are almost identical, except that the 
tidier copy (whose contents are summarized in Table I) has two pages of field names 
and acreages in "St. Bees Demesnes" checked off by ticks and initials, mostly "A P" 
(Fig. 2). From the other initials, perhaps one can speculate that Pellin had four assistants. 
It is significant that the title page illustrated, appears to have been amended by the 
addition of "Bart" and "in St. Bees" written with `e's like Pellin's signature (Fig. 3). 
The deletion of "and" and its substitution by "& Distington" can be related to an entry 
in Gilpin's accounts, dated 26 May 1699: "Paid to Mr Pelling for Surveying 220 Acres 
at Distington £2". The notebook contains details of fields and tenants there under the 
heading "Surveyed by Andr. Pellin 1699". Three larger (8 x 6 inch) volumes have 
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copies of the same information in handwriting which varies within the limits one might 
expect of different years, moods and neatness needs of the same person (e.g. Fig. 4).11  

The three leather-bound volumes of plans measure 14 x 9 inches. They contain 
identical detail as far as folio 21 which has a plan of "Part of Dissington & Stubsgill" 
with a list of fields and tenants identical to the smaller notebooks but lacking acreages.12  

TABLE I. - Summary of Estates and Areas taken from Andrew Pellin's Survey Books. 
Area in acres, roods & perches 

Customary 

138 2 17 
52 127 

128 o I I 

Statute 

223 3 16 
84 2 II 

207 I o3 

Moresby 
Akebank 
Harras 

'IS 3 26 187 122 The Flatt 
19 126 31 	129 Brackenthwaite Tenement 

133 3 38 216 2 33 Ribton Tenement 
128 129 207 3 23 Corkekle Tenement (belonging to Duke of Somerset) 
36 2  39 58 2 29 Harrathwaite 
9 3 07 15 3 14 Richison Lands in Sandwith 

16 1 37 26 0 39 Woodhouse Tenement 
48 2  36  78  3 39 Mirehouse Tenement 

576  I io 932 2 15 St. Bees Demesnes 
1124 0 00 1819 3 0o Sandwith & Rottington 

58 o 11 93 104 Grammar School Lands (St. Bees) 
92 0 00 148 3 31 Preston Moor 

1178 	116 1907 3 25 Tenants lands belonging to Manor of St. Bees 
441  123 714 2 17 Remaining part belonging to the Tenants of Moresby 
93 0 00 15o 2 IO Bransty 

4391 2  33 7106 2 00 TOTAL 

Note: As Pellin's small survey books record only customary acreages and as he was paid for 4343  acres, he 
undoubtedly surveyed all of the above properties. 

It has no scale but, as fields I to 12 totalled 34 acres, by proportion, the whole plan 
covered over 200 acres, as surveyed by Pellin. All the plans are in the same hand but 
anonymous, often untitled and mostly without scales or dates. As there are no drawing 
construction marks they must have been copied from missing originals. This argument 
is supported by the first plan's title "Greenbank Collierie Ano 1699", when subsequent 
drawings are clearly of parts of the estate surveyed by February 1693. One volume has 
extra plans to folio 34 (listed in Table 2) and the subject matter varies from purely 
agricultural estate like Mirehouse Tenement (Fig. 5) to colliery details like a drawing 
of a tipping bucket for hoisting coal from mineshafts. Geological information like 
"outbursts" (outcrops) of coal seams and "dikes" (faults) is shown on otherwise agricul-
tural land (e.g. Fig 6). The plans of St. Bees Demesnes, Mirehouse, Harrathwaite, 
Ribton Tenement, Akebank, Harras Park and Flatt & Braconthwaite Tenements all 
contain detail compatible with Pellin's estate survey. All the plans are very informative 
but show buildings in bird's-eye view. That of Flatt and Braconthwaite (Fig. 7) is of 
particular interest because, in addition to showing Whitehaven's street grid with St. 
Nicholas' church (finished 1693) and the school (1694), it reveals Flatt Hall and Captain 
Senhouse's Tangier House (1685) in almost identical fashion to an anonymous and 
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Folio 

2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 

8 
9 
9 rev 
IO 
II 
I2 
13 
14 
14 rev & 15 
16 rev & 17 

18 rev & 19 
20 rev & 21 
22 
23 
24 
26 
27 

28 
29 
31  
32  
34 
35 et seq. 

Greenbank Collierie Ano 1699 
Prior Band at New Gin colliery 

Coup Tubb with a Catch 
Whingill Colliery 
Prisgill Colliery 

Birkheads in Morresby 
(a) Willymoor yate Cott. 
(b) Morresby Demesnes 
Addam-gill near Parton 
Laura Levill 

Corkekle Closes 
Thicken Levill "Intended" 
St. Bees Demesnes 
Mirehouse Tenement 
Harrathwaite 
Ribton Tenement 
Flatt & Brackonthwaite Tenements 

Akebank and Harras Park 
Dissington & Stubsgill 
Allonby Bay and district 
Collieries near Moresby Moor 
Harrathwaite "Anno Do. 1703" 
Coal Workings*  
Whitehaven 

Tom Hurd rock &c 
Colliery at Whiteclose 
Fields near Sockbridge village 
Fields & boreholes near Howgate 
Ditto near Gillhead Tenement 
Blank to end of volume 

Shows two faults in a colliery 
"Drowned by the Stop breaking 
at Howgill June 1702" 
Tipping bucket for hoisting coal 
With surrounding land 
With Moresby & Hensingham Moors (see 
Fig. 6) 
Colliery details 
Colliery details 

Includes Parton harbour 
Colliery details 
Land near Ribton Tenement 

Section through coal seams 
Agricultural 
Agricultural (see Fig. 5) 
Agricultural 
Agricultural 
Agricultural plus Whitehaven Streets 
(see Fig. 7) 
Agricultural 
Mainly agricultural 
Villages and country houses &c 
An extension of No. 5 
Includes the windmill 

Possible development scheme between 
Roper Lane, Poe Street and Tickell Lane 
Sketch map of coastline 
Dated "May 15th 1704" 

ANDREW PELLIN'S SURVEYING CAREER AT WHITEHAVEN, 1688-1705 

TABLE 2. — List of Plans contained in large leather-bound Volume. 
Identity 	 Comments 

Notes: * In one volume f. 26 has details of a proposed method for repairing Lattra Level "per Mr Gale March 
3d 1701/2" (NOT John Gale's handwriting) and on f. 27 are details of Purchases of Coal Rights 
(1709-1755)  in a different hand. The other plans in this volume stop at f. 22 Allonby Bay. 
All plans are anonymous and few have scales, except 
I. Linear scale 28 inches = 100 units (probably yards) 
9. Linear scale 16 inches = 100 yards 

I I. Linear scale 1 inch = c. 20 fathoms 
All houses are shown in `bird's eye view' (i.e. showing the "Uprights wch is not so distinct") 

undated plan of the town published in Daniel Hay, Whitehaven, an Illustrated History, 
1979, page 21 and in CW1, iii, 380. That plan shows the same street grid with houses. 
superimposed in bird's-eye view and can be dated by the church (but no school) and the 
houses opposite to it, Nos. 26-31 Lowther Street, leased between August 1690 and 
February 1694. 

Gilpin's letter, dated to February 1694, appears to prove the authorship beyond doubt: 
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FIG. 6. — Pellin's plan of geological faults and boreholes at Prisgill colliery. 
(Size: 75% of original). Source: As Fig. 5, folio 5. 
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I have directed Andr. Pellin to make a contracted Copy of his Survey of the Town with the 
plan of the Houses (the Original is too large and made with the Uprights which is not so 
distinct). The Houses that are now actually built shall be hatched and the Streets and Houses 
which are but in Design, shall be set out only in Prick line ... When I first came hither I 
found the Westside of Lowther Street built up as high as the Middle of the Church yard wall 
and 'tis now advanced beyond it so that (the place you designed for the School &c being taken 
up) You will please to advise me what other place you will pitch on for that purpose. 

The statement that "the Original [plan] ... made with the Uprights [was] ... not so 
distinct" seems to suggest that Pellin had drawn houses in bird's-eye view and was then 
persuaded to adopt the more modern approach by Gilpin who was already an experienced 
land surveyor, having made a "Map of Eskdale ward when I was Country Keeper" .13 
A week later, Gilpin enclosed a "Draught of the New Town (which, tho rude, yet is 
true in the measures) ... The Prick Lines are onely in Designe, the rest is built . . . 
You will perceive some disorder in the Ranges [of buildings] that have crept in . . . 
which we shall endeavour to correct & prevent for the future by staking out the corners 
of the principal squares ...". The effect of this policy is clearly shown on the surviving 
Town Plans, for example Figure 8 which shows corner plots at 12 and 14 Queen Street, 
6 Cross Street and 32 Lowther Street set out and developed before their neighbours. 
They also display houses hatched and in true plan and have proposed streets in broken 
lines. Clearly they were developed from Gilpin's instructions and Pellin's original 
drawing. 

Two years passed before Gilpin sent to Lowther, on 29 January 1696, a finished: 

... Survey of this Town. Other matters have delayed it till now, but I have endeavoured to 
make it so exact ... for your full understanding of ... the Buildings. I have kept a Copy of 
it 

The numbers in the Map refer to the respective Tenements of which I have a perfect List, 
with the masters of Families in another Column, and the Number of Inhabitants in a third . . . 
taken with the greatest exactness.... The Number of Families is 454  and of Inhabitants 2281.14  
The list ... shall be sent ... next post. 

These lists of properties and occupiers formed the basis of the Whitehaven Street 
Books (note 6). Unfortunately the plan retained by Gilpin has not been found. The first 
of two surviving Town Plans in Pellin's handwriting (Fig. 8) can be dated to 1699 by 
comparing the plot numbers with information from the street books. No properties are 
shown which have first admittance dates later than 1699. Indeed, there were seven 
properties, leased between September and December 1699, which were not included 
until the second surviving plan which, in turn, shows no properties later than 1705.15 

No doubt the surveying and drawing experience gained from his early work persuaded 
Pellin to earn extra income by teaching his skills to others. On 28 February 1696, John 
Gale informed Sir John Lowther: "As for Mr Pelin he teacheth at his owne house in 
towne and has now but few schollers, about 3 or 4. I suppose the most forward and 
skillfull are gone to sea in the Virginian fleet, the last whereof sayled this weeke. He 
very well knows what books, Instruments, Mapps, Draughts or other requisites are 
necessary for his practice & keeps ... the newest of every sort and sells them to his 
schollers or any other person ...". This activity developed into the next stage of his 
career and the founding of his Mathematical School can be traced in some detail. 
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FIG. 8. — Extract from Town Plan of Whitehaven. The first of two surviving plans, this can be dated to 1699. 
It was based on earlier versions and is lettered in Pellin's handwriting. 

(Size 75% of original) Source: C.R.O., D/Lons/W, Whitehaven Town 56. 
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Population "increase necessitated a new day school at No. i Lowther Street, noted in 
the street books in 1743 as "The Court House & School Property ... built by Sir John 
Lowther at his own charge". It was replaced by the "Old Public Offices"16  and was 
built in 1694 by Thomas Bodle using stone from the old chapel which stood at the 
junction of Lowther Street and King Street and which had been used as the previous 
school for a year. To help provide temporary accommodation, Mr Gale was paid £3 5s. 
"for Nails used in fitting up Mr Addison's Coach houses' for the Schollars when the old 
Chappel was pulled down". By 19 January 1695, the new school had 4o pupils on the 
ground-floor only.18  Gilpin reported "The Upper Room is finished" and asked if Lowther 
would "have Writing, Accounts and the Mathematicks taught there ... or wait till the 
Wings (that are particularly designed for them) can be built".19  On 3 October 1696 he 
noted that the upper room was still unused "save only that for a while this summer I 
gave way to ... laying some Malt there". On 2 February 1697, he received 13s. from 
an innkeeper "Mr Golding for 13 Weeks use of the upper room of the Schoolhouse", 
no doubt for that service.20  

By 23 December 1696, Gilpin reported "The Room above the school is fitted for the 
Mathematicks & writing which will now be taught there". His accounts mention, on 18 
March 1697, "5 Deals used at the Mathematick Room for a table 6s. 8d. [and] To Joyner 
I2 days Is. 6d." as well as 14s. 2d., paid on 28 July, for deals, joiner's work and "2 
Joysts at 18d. towards a partition and more Tables" there. John Wilson, who had taken 
over the late Richard Collin's smithy, had Ios. old. for a grate weighing 2st. 9lbs. and 
5s. for a "fire Shovell & pare of Tongs" on 2 February 1698. Finance seems to have 
been as sparse as the furnishings, for Gilpin had reported on 24 February 1697: 

The Mathematicks M[aste]r has at this season but few Schollars, the ships being abroad. For a 
certain Rate to be paid him upon the Tonnage of the ships, he will teach all the sons of the 
Owners and the servants that are related to the ship. This will Establish a certainty for the 
M[aste] r ... engage more to ... study [and] ... furnish [ships] with servants. He has Books 
but is not well provided with Mapps. 

On 31 May he continued: "The Charts ... they most want are large Mapps to hang up. 
You have here two ... of Virginia & Maryland" and suggested the "worser" could be 
hung "where Mr Pellin has taught a good while and has a Considerable Number of 
Schollars". On 6 December 1697, Gilpin reported that he had "received by Park the 
carrier these Mapps: 3 of the English Empire in America, 2 of England with the Rivers, 
I of the East Indies, I of the Western Ocean, 1 of Avon" and three other maps. He 
considered "There is no Occasion for any of them in the Customhouse, but some . . . 
may be usefull in the Mathematick Room". Perhaps that satisfied Pellin's immediate 
need for maps. 

On II April 1697, John Gale criticized the method of financing Pellin: 

There is an instrument handed about by Andrew Palin implying that he have a Mulct upon 
Coales for his teaching a free school, whereto I have subscribed in Company with many Masters, 
but I doe not well approve ... because many masters and owners have children & servants to 
teach & others none. However I was willing to signe it supposing Mr Gilpin had directed it 
with your owne concurrence . . . 

Again, on 9 May, he claimed "... tis impossible the arte of Navigation should fayle at 
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Whitehaven where every schoolboy is a master in the Theory and every apprentice can 
teach the Practique part. [I] my selfe have 3 sonns — some of which are able to teach Mr 
Pallin, yett never went to school for the matter ...". He had noted already, on 14 
February, that "there appeared in towne this winter one Dallrimple a young Scotchman 
that was indeed an artist much beyound Mr Pelling but very thick of hearing. He taught 
severall schollers one of which is newly gon to Cockermoth to teach there". On 31 May 
1697, a comment from Gilpin provides a useful cross-check on this information: "There 
is also another Mathematician in Town who teaches, one Mr Dalrymple; I think he is 
the greater Artist in some things. Both do well & the Emulation between them is of 
Use". Apart from these comments, Pellin's competitor remains obscure. 

Later comments give some indication of teaching methods and content. On 26 February 
1697, Sir John informed Gilpin that "The Masters of the Drawing School near St. Paul's 
[London] are printing a Book for their schollars beginning with the easiest parts first & 
if anyone ther could be got to make use of `em I would send down some. All Seamen 
should Draw". Despite this offer, Gilpin noted in September 1697 that Pellin wanted 
more copies of Moxon's Mechanics for teaching. After enquiry, Lowther reported, on 2 
April 1698, "Moxon's Mechanical Exercises are carry'd on no farther than the 2 vol[umes] 
you have there,21  but abundance of such like things & better are in the Transactions".22  
On 22 January 1698 he had asked Gilpin "whether any of Mr Pelings schollars understand 
Drawing ... tis One of the Principal Qualifications both of the seam[en] & Manufacturers 
in Holland [and] tis as attainable by Prints as [is] Writing from the Copybooks". On 2 
March, Gilpin promised to encourage drawing but cautioned "[if] the Book which you 
mention for beginners ... teach the Mechanicall Way ... the Novelty & Ease may 
tempt some, but if it be only a Book of Draughts for imitation (after Blomaerts method) 
and must be attained by long practice ... we shall not find many ... [with] the 
necessary patience". Unfortunately Pellin's own educational ideas and attitude towards 
interference are not revealed. 

Within three months of the mathematical school starting, Gilpin suggested, on 15 
March 1697, that if Lowther were to offer financial support it should be "in Consideration 
of the little surveys there may be Occasion for him ... to make for you". Thus salary 
was first mentioned on 29 March 1698, when £2 was paid "To Mr Pellin the surveyor 
for setting out ground &c one years salary", his previous payment "for Severall Surveys 
£2" being on i April 1697. In 1699 he had £2 for "one years salary" on 2I November 
as well as £2 for the Distington survey. Thomas Benn's account books then record 
regular half-yearly payments of £ 1 until 1702 and also, on 18 November 1702, "To 
Henry Rawling Bailiff one year Sally [£2] and 5s. for assisting to Survey the Town".23  

In addition to the estate, colliery and other surveys already noted, there are small 
anonymous surveys of parts of Whitehaven in the same handwriting.24  Two are repro-
duced as examples. They represent some of Pellin's setting out of ground in preparation 
for extensions to the town. In pricked lines, the first drawing shows a proposed 
arrangement for properties near the school (Fig. 9). The inclusion of Robert Gregg's 
corner house and John Beck's next to it (leased on II July and 2 February 1696 
respectively) and the omission of 14 Queen Street, leased on 16 September 1699, suggests 
a date compatible with Pellin's salaried work. In fact, the 1699 Town Plan shows 14 
Queen Street set at right angles to the planned orientation and, by 1704, numbers 25 to 
32 Queen Street followed suit. The second drawing shows the plot between Gregg's 
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FIG. 9 — Proposed arrangement for housing near Whitehaven's school (c. 1696-9). Plan placed beside key to 
save space. (Full size). 

 

J 
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FIG. Io. — Outline dimensions of the plot of ground between the school and Duke Street. The inset shows 
the measurements Pellin would have included in an actual survey. 

(Size: 75%  of original). Source: C.R.O., D/Lons/W, Plans before 1.705. 
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house and Duke Street where numbers 1 to to were leased between December 1687 and 
June 1690. Presumably this drawing was intended only to convey the principal dimen-
sions (perhaps to Gilpin) for, had it represented the fieldwork for an actual survey, it 
should have included both the Duke Street houses and diagonal check lines to prove 
the true shape of the plot (Fig. Io). 

Other aspects of his surveying activities are recorded in a small notebook of building 
work (see note 14). An entry, dated 1 January 1701, says "Mr Pellin Levelled the 
underwritten places with the New Water Levell: The Bottom of the Low Garden gate 
is Higher than J. Beck's Corner in Lowther Street 6 ft r7 in., ... Higher than the 
Corner of Tyson's house in James Street 12 ft 6.4 in., [and] ... Lower than the Top of 
the Mount II ft" .25  Although the accuracy of Pellin's levelling cannot be checked, his 
working to a tenth of an inch is certainly commendable. On i6 April 1701, the "Slaughter 
house & Wall in the Back yard [at Flatt Hall] measured per And. Pellin" was to contain 
"Roof 125 yds at Is. Iod., Wall 4922 yds at is. 8d., Windows & dor 13o ft at 4d., 
Rigging 53 foot at 4d.; Total cost of work £55. I Is. od.". Similarly, on 7 July 1701, the 
"New Library 129 yards at 6d ... Gates & Wash houses 88 yards at 3d.... per Andr. 
Pellin £4. 6s. 6d." suggests that Andrew Pellin was also undertaking measurements and 
estimates of builder's work like a Quantity Surveyor. His mathematical interests would 
have been useful in such work, but further details have not been found.26  

In view of these surveying and mathematics commitments, it is significant that, in 
1699, the name Pellin was still connected with weaving. Sir John Lowther wrote on 25 
June: "I perceive theres no great forwardness towards forming a Company for the Woolen 
Manufacture. Mr Gale saies the same, but adds that young Mr Pellin intends to carry it 
on alone ...". On 5 July he enclosed "a copy of Mr Stainton's letter ... wherein is 
Mr Pelings proposa127  which may take place when I come down [from London]. In the 
interim Mr Stainton to proceed as he does leisurely. One weaver will keep it on foot". 
These comments can be interpreted by earlier references to some of Stainton's activities 
in St. Bees. 

On 13 September 1696, Gilpin mentioned the possibility of setting up workhouses to 
reduce the number of wandering poor and , by 31 October, had discussed it with a Mr 
Todd28  and Richard Stainton, curate of St. Bees,29  hoping they might "get some little 
Manufacture set forward in that Town". On 31 July 1697, Gilpin thought "Mr Stainton 
was a very proper person to Engage in an Affair of this Nature. He is now very busy 
about it and will give you the Result himself. I wish we had a perfect understanding of 
their Method at Dorchester and of that (now established by Act of Parliament) at 
Bristol". This Act, passed in 1696, generated several early workhouses. On 12 February 
1698, Lowther received "a letter from Mr Stainton who will try the Manufacture in Mr 
Firmins way".30  He noted that "the Act against a Woolen Manufacture in Ireland" was 
likely to succeed31  and might "promote a Woolen Trade of our own" by forcing the 
Irish to produce linen. Ten days later he observed briefly "Mr Stainton wil be a proper 
Overseer herof when agreed". On 14 March, Gilpin noted that "Mr Stainton is laying 
in Wool for employing the Poor people and ... thinks it will be an effectual charity 
... [which] may turn to profit. Hee has sent for some people from Kendal to instruct 
ours in the spinning & Knitting ...". By 2 April three instructors had arrived but 
Lowther thought "the Weaver wil hardly have full work at first". 

Gilpin's accounts record that, between 15 March 1698 and 29 September 1699, more 
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than £206 was paid to Stainton to buy local wool for spinning, at between 6s. 3d. and 
7s. 6d. a stone. Sundry expenses included 9s. 2d. paid to a Mr Roper "for a Pair of 
Broad Wooll Combes" on 15 October 1698. On 2 February 1699, the accounts record 
£6. 125. 8d. paid "To James Pellin (to acct. of the Woollen Manufacturee) for Veaving 
38 Peices of Serge containing 398 yairds at 4d". In view of the very rare surname, James 
Pellin was probably Andrew's younger brother. As it was "young Mr Pellin" who 
intended to carry on weaving alone, it seems likely that Andrew's commitments in 
surveying and teaching had encouraged him to pass weaving work to James who might 
have taken over as tenant of the New Street premises after Andrew moved to Church 
Street in 1694. Had James been employed at the workhouse, that account would not 
have been mentioned specifically. No doubt he had proposed a price at which he was 
prepared to weave yarn produced at the St Bees workhouse which at last provided the 
spinning capacity that Andrew had sought when he first arrived in Whitehaven. 

Andrew Pellin's pew in St. Nicholas' church was No. 85 on the south side balcony. 
The St. Bees parish registers contain baptisms of several Pellin children. Andrew's 
family included Margaret (1690), Thomas (1692), Elizabeth (1694), Andrew (1696-
1698), Jane (1698), Isabella (1700), and John (1701-1702). Elizabeth married William 
Barwick, a plasterer of Whitehaven, on 13 August 1733, but the other children have not 
been followed. James Pellin's children included Anthony (1699) and Philip (1701). 
Pellin and similar names are not Irish and have not been found in Huguenot records. 
Pilling is common in Lancashire and a few Pellings are presently located in the London, 
Exeter, Bristol and Renfrew/North Ayrshire telephone districts. Perhaps Andrew and 
James Pellin's forenames suggest an origin in the last region but their early life and 
parentage is unknown. 

From an impecunious start in a town with no textile tradition, Andrew Pellin's weaving 
probably provided just a basic livelihood in a house intended for artisans. His very first 
survey clearly impressed his clients and led to the far reaching opportunities of surveying 
Sir John Lowther's widespread estate and also creating Whitehaven's Town Plan, 
completed before February 1694 and updated several times. This achievement was soon 
followed by his move to a better prcperty where he sold maps, instruments and books 
and, by vacating the New Street premises, it became possible for James Pellin to take 
over the weaving. When the new Mathematical School started in New Year 1697, 
Andrew's surveying, and drawing experience, together with his ability to fix dials and 
mend clocks, made him ideally suited to teach navigation and drawing to seafarers 
independently from the day school below. Whilst he developed this enterprise, his land 
surveying, levelling and quantity surveying again provided extra income, certainly until 
1702. Fortunately a useful collection of his plans has survived to demonstrate the quality 
and variety of his work but one wonders why he chose to remain anonymous. After 1705 
the records, so far, have proved disappointing. Perhaps, after Sir John's death, Pellin 
found less favour with James Lowther, but it is possible that, having established himself 
as a "Teacher of the Mathematicks", he contended himself with that until his death in 
1732. As his origins also remain obscure, this article has concentrated on the most 
formative years of his career in the hope that other researchers will find more detail 
elsewhere. 

Postscript 
A week after this article was proof-read, Jeremy Godwin at the Record Office, Carlisle 
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discovered the following item in a general memorandum book kept by a steward of the 
Aglionby family's estates (C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Ay/3/2): 

Mr Pellin of Whitehaven Surveyed the Demain-Lands of the Manor of Askham and plotted the 
same on parchment att the rate of 1ld for each Statute-Acre and his Dyet. 

This was written below a list of "The Number of Trees growing upon Town head 
Tenement" dated 25 April 1694, but in different handwriting. It must be later than that 
date and, as the Sandford family still owned Askham until i730, it was probably intended 
as a reminder of the terms on which the Aglionby family might have their estates 
surveyed if required. How many more surveys did Pellin make for other landowners in 
the region? 
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Notes and References 
1  Cumbria Record Office (Carlisle), D/Lons/W: Tickell correspondence in 5 boxes. Some box and sheet 

numbers are included in the text for easy reference. Also Gilpin to Lowther, 1692-8; Lowther to Gilpin, 
Jan. to Aug. 1698; Gilpin Accounts 1692-9, D/Lons/W, A21. John Gale to Lowther, 1693-8, D/Lons/W, 
Correspondence 1. 

2  This phrase was crossed out in this draft letter. 
3  B. Tyson, "John Adams's Cartographic Correspondence to Sir Daniel Fleming ... 1676-1687", Geographi- 

caljournal, (1985), vol. 151, 21-39. In his efforts to raise money and get subscriptions for his maps, Adams 
called at other great houses in the county. For example, Sir Edward Hasell (1647-1707) of Dalemain noted 
in his diary on 13 September 1686: "Mr Adams who is taking a Survey of England & Wales came hither & 
dined here & I subscribed to him to have his vollumes & paid him 40s.". The author would be grateful to 
know of other references to Adams. 

4  For details of "Whitehaven's Development Before 1700" see B. Tyson, Ancient Monuments Society, 
Transactions, vol. 3o (1986), 149-85. 

5  I have failed to trace details of his apprenticeship or marriage in Dublin. 
6  C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Lons/W, Whitehaven Town 59. Progressively updated to 1743. 
7  This street was first mentioned by Tickell, on 24 April 1688 (5;167): "Mrs Addison desyres it may be left 

them for a back way from their house to the church". She was wife of Thomas Addison who occupied the 
first Customhouse at 52 King Street, which he inherited as son-in-law of David Hamilton, a customs officer 
(note 4). 

8  For details of this work see B. Tyson, "Some Harbour Works in West Cumberland before 1710", Ancient 
Monuments Society, Transactions, vol. 29 (1985), 173-208. For brickmaking see B. Tyson (note 4) above. 

9  Was one of the dials fixed to the Roman altar, set up there in 1685? CW2, lxxxv, 27o 
to C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Lons/W, Surveys 15, "Survey of St. Bees, Whitehaven and Morresby by And. Pelin". 
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11 Including "A' Survey of Lands in Dissington by Mr Pellin, 1699" which lists 13 of Lowther's tenants on 
862 acres of land and also 16 freeholders and tenants of Mr Fletcher of Moresby Hall. 

12  One volume stops at f. 21 and another at f. 22 except for additions noted in Table 2. 
13 Gilpin to Lowther, 2 November 1694. Gilpin lived at Scaleby, 5 miles NE of Carlisle, before taking the 

Whitehaven job. (His letter to Lowther 8 February 1693). 
14 By 1702, a "Census of Whitehaven" recorded 567 families and 2977 inhabitants. D/Lons/W, Ex Box 2, page 

15 of a marble-backed notebook on building work, 1699-1706. 
15 For a modern copy of this plan see D. Hay, op. cit., 1979, 22. Of leases granted in 1699, Nos 4-Io and 14 

Queen Street, 6 James Street, 5 & 6 Cross Street and 15, 16, 17 Duke Street appear on the earlier plan 
whereas Nos. 33-35  Lowther Street, 19 Duke Street and 15, 19, 29 Queen Street were omitted until 1705. 

16 O.S. Plan, 1;500, 1867. See also M & S Moon, Bygone Whitehaven, i, (1980), 34. 
17 The coach house was built in November 1688 at 52 King Street "in the east corner fronting into New 

Street" (5;26o). 
18  Just as the new building was "very near perfected", on 9 September 1694, "Mr [Richard] Cooper the 

Schoolmaster was buried" at St. Bees. However, by 19 January 1695, "Mr [William] Jackson, an ingenious & 
industrious young man ... formerly ... a scholler of Mr Cooper's and ... acquainted with his way of 
teaching", took his place. By October 1697, Jackson had left through illness and was succeeded by Mr 
Ferryes, an "industrious & careful" man whom Gilpin had urged unsuccessfully to take a post at Bromfield. 
Gilpin noted: "There is also one Atkinson, a Writing Master who Instructs in the Hand of your Copy 
Books". (Gilpin to Lowther 3 October 1697). 

19  Later plans indicate that these wings were not built. 
20  In 1694, John Golding had bought the old custom house at 41 King Street for £i io to convert it into an 

inn. He was admitted to 12 Queen Street on 4 March 1698 and then added the neighbouring plot, 20 Roper 
Lane, on 8 November 1703. His arrival in Whitehaven was noted by Thomas Tickell on 17 September 
1687 (5;47):  "heer is also this day Mr Golin [sic] the late Butler at Lowther & came from that Service. He 
purposeth to marry a maid in that house tho not countenanced by Sir Jon or his Lady ... and is now 
considering where to live. I perceive he inclines to Inn keeping & takeing Henry Tubman's house, the wife 
lately dead, and ... [there is] no man more fitt for such an imployment. He likes this towne very well & 
with incouragement will sitt downe heere, haveing moneys sufficient to stock himselfe with all materials 
necessary for that work". By 9 October (5;64) Golding had leased Tubman's Inn on the north corner of 
King Street and Roper Lane for 3 years commencing on 5 December 1687. He seems to have prospered in 
his new occupation. 

21  Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, or the Doctrine of Handy Works, 1683, 2 vols. Originally published in 
9 monthly parts in 1677 (British Museum Catalogue). 

22  Probably of the Royal Society of which Sir John had been a Fellow since 1663. 
23  C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Lons/W/2/A22. In a box of Cash Books 1692-1728. 
24  C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Lons/W, Plans of Whitehaven before 1705. 
25  The Mount stood near the NW corner of Flatt Hall and was joined to it by a brick bridge built for £3o by 

Edward Gibson in 1679. In January 1686, 34 men were employed to dig away its top but, in October 1690, 
Thomas Tickell still planned "the removeall of the mount wch cloudes the sight of yr house" from Lowther 
Street. The shape and origin of the mount is not stated. B. Tyson, "... Flatt Hall ... 1676-1684", Ancient 
Monuments Society, Transactions, 28 (1984), 61-92, esp. 78 & 91. 

26  Two other items are of interest. On 29 Sept. 1699 Gilpin "Paid to Andrew Pellin to acct. of Building for 
5 Deals used at Flatt Last Spring 6s. 3d. and more to Mr Golding for [a] Balk 4s.". Second, on 27 December 
1701, Thomas Benn received £1 "Of Mr Pellin to acct. of Peter Miller in full for one year Rent due 
Lam[mas] last for a house on Millbank" at Braconthwaite. Clarification for neither has been found. 

27  Another connection between these two men was mentioned by Gilpin on 13 November 1697: "One Fox of 
Lamplugh [had been] committed for uttering Counterfeit Stampt paper" supplied by his brother-in-law 
Isaac Wood, then in Chester gaol. Inadvertently, Stainton had bought some and then sold some to Pellin 
"but, as neither knew it was counterfeit there was no Felony" in Gilpin's opinion. 

28  Mr Todd had bought "Gibson's House" in St. Bees, "a poor Cottage that has layn desolate ever since it 
was yours" and also the freehold of Crags Cottage in the Abbey, in exchange for an acre of land and £14. 
4s. (Gilpin to Lowther, 31 October 1696). 

29  Son of Richard Stainton of Abbey Farm; made Usher of St. Bees School in June 1679 (2;458), became 
curate 1683 (4;72,144)  and lived rent free in Coats House, built originally to take school boarders. In 1700, 
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Thomas Benn's accounts record the curate's salary as £12 a year and, on 2 February, note £5. 1os. 5d. "Pd 
Mr Richard Stainton for managing the Wollen Manufactory and the Balance of his account". He became 
vicar of Barton (Penrith) in 1705 and died there in 1734 (N & B, i, 404). 

3o Thomas Firmin (1632-97), a philanthropic London mercer who distrusted "mere almsgiving" and built a 
workhouse in 1676 to manufacture linen (at a loss). His only publication was Some Proposals for the 
Imploying of the Poor ... for the Prevention of Begging, 1678 (D.N.B.). In 1698, further local Acts established 
workhouses at Crediton, Tiverton, Exeter, Hereford, Colchester, Hull and Shaftsbury. Sudbury and Kings 
Lynn followed in 1700. G. W. Oxley, Poor Relief in England and Wales 1601-1834, (1974),  81. 

31 Passed in 1699. 
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